
Prof
孫 寧平 The development of a

3DCG application
(英語) The purpose of this
project is to model
information taken from
sensors and develop a
3DCG rendering application
which is easy to handle to
users.

Classification, recognition
and visualization of
pedestrian sensing data
using database and
machine learning

(英語) In order to recognize the posture of the
pedestrian, the motion data is first collected from the
motion sensor that is worn on the body of the
pedestrian. The project will create a database to
classify, save and extract sensing data,   and use
machine learning to analyze, recognize  and visualize
data.

村上純・⼭本直
樹

Applications of tensor
decomposition to cubic
puzzles and 3-d data
analysis by using R
language

(英語) Recent years
tensor decomposition is
often used in the field of big
data analysis.  The object
of this project is to learn
about it. Cubic puzzle
solving strategies and
multi-dimensional principal
component analyses are to
be taken up as specific
exercises.

Analysis of causal
relationships of various
types of data using R
language

(英語) Causal analysis can analyze not only the
strength of the relationships between items of various
data but also the directions of them. This project is to
calculate the causal relationships on several types of
data, such as academic performance data and medical
data, by the covariance structure analysis method
using R language.

清⽥ 公保 Development of a tablet
application for Visually or
Hearing impaired.

(英語) This project aims to
develop ｔhe system to
improve digital divide for  
visually impaired.

島川学 Object Recognition by
Deep Learning and Its
Application to Walking
Support for Visually
Impaired

(英語) Deep Learning
using convolution neural
network (CNN) has
advanced recognition
performance, and it is
possible to identify objects
in the image. TensorFlow
provided by Google makes
it easy to realize. We create
an application that runs on
smartphones and apply it to
walking support for visually
impaired.

合志 和洋 Development of BCI
software using MindWave

(英語) This project aims to
make a development
envrlonment of brain-
computer interface using
NewroSky's MindWave, and
to develop some application
to contorol an object by
brainwave.
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